How the Federal Trade Commission Can Help—Instead of Hurt—Workers

Introduction

The Open Markets Institute* (OMI) welcomes the opportunity to offer its perspective for the FTC’s Hearings on Competition and Consumer Protection in the 21st Century (Project Number P181201). OMI submits this comment to explain how the FTC can employ antitrust to help workers.

Properly applied, antitrust enforcement helps to ensure a balance of power between workers and employers. Antitrust law establishes that certain actions by employers against their workers, such as hiring cartels, are per se illegal.1 The case for pro-worker antitrust action is clear. As recent studies have demonstrated, many local labor markets are highly concentrated and characterized by anticompetitive practices on the side of the employer, leading to lower wages and less freedom for workers to find new jobs.

At present, however, the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) largely ignores efforts by employers to concentrate control over labor markets, and instead uses the antitrust laws to target efforts by workers and professionals to work collaboratively to promote their common interests. The FTC, for instance, has filed numerous complaints against workers for engaging in collective bargaining and other joint action. Furthermore, the FTC has campaigned against state and local occupational licensing rules that can enhance the bargaining power and earnings of workers, professionals, and independent entrepreneurs. The result of the FTC’s inactivity against employers and activity against workers is to reinforce and deepen inequality between the individual and the corporation. The FTC should reorient its enforcement priorities and focus on protecting workers from employers with market power rather than on interfering with the basic rights of workers, professionals, and independent entrepreneurs to organize.2

I. How the FTC Has Allowed Local Labor Markets to Become Stacked Against Workers

Although antitrust economists generally assume labor markets to be competitive, local labor markets in the United States are, on average, highly concentrated (as defined in the
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Horizontal Merger Guidelines)³ and have become more concentrated since the late 1970s.⁴ Due to this concentration, many workers have only a handful of prospective employers in the city or county where they live. Labor market concentration is an especially serious problem in rural areas.⁵ Recent empirical research has found that this concentration lowers wages⁶ and has contributed to the multi-decade stagnation in wage growth.⁷ In parts of the country where manufacturers are in direct competition with imports from China, this import competition serves to reinforce the power of local employers who then further drive down local wages.⁸ Concentration can also affect workers further up the supply chain, as powerful buyers squeeze suppliers who in turn seek to reduce costs by holding down wages.⁹

In addition to having structural power, employers also often engage in practices that further tilt the balance of power in their favor. In many industries, employers have colluded to suppress the wages of workers. This can be true even for highly skilled employees. For instance, over a multi-year period starting in 2005, Apple, Google, Intel, and other leading tech companies agreed not to recruit, or “poach,” each other’s software engineers and other skilled professionals.¹⁰ Steve Jobs and Eric Schmidt were among the principal conspirators in this anticompetitive, anti-worker agreement.¹¹ And employers have also colluded against employees performing essential care work. In several cities across the nation, hospitals have been accused of conspiring with each other to hold down the wages of nurses.¹²

Along with these horizontal restraints among employers, nearly 30 million workers are bound by non-compete agreements with their employers.¹³ These non-compete clauses restrict workers from leaving their current employer to join a competitor or establish a competing business for a specified period. While many employers do not enforce non-compete agreements against workers in court, the mere possibility of employers’ suing to enforce non-competes can deter workers from seeking new employment or starting new businesses.¹⁴
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Even though the Supreme Court has long held that the antitrust laws apply to buyers of goods and services, such as employers, the antitrust response to the problem of employer power has been acquiescence. When reviewing corporate mergers, the antitrust agencies appear to have assumed that the affected labor markets are competitive. As a result, they generally have not examined the labor market effects of mergers and arguably have enabled the consolidation of labor markets. The FTC and the DOJ have never stopped a merger on labor market grounds.

II. How the FTC Interferes with Practices and Policies that Strengthen Workers’ Bargaining Power

On top of failing to protect workers from powerful employers, the FTC has taken actions that reduce the bargaining power of workers. The FTC—under both Republican and Democratic administrations—has brought numerous cases against professional associations and other worker organizations for seeking to raise incomes through collective action. The FTC has also been an aggressive critic of occupational licensing rules, which can protect consumer health and safety and raise wages. The present anti-worker application of antitrust law bears a troubling resemblance to the deployment of antitrust against labor unions in the decades immediately following the enactment of the Sherman Act, an abuse that was supposed to have been corrected by the Clayton Act more than a century ago.

Labor laws create and protect the rights of workers to organize and build power against employers in labor markets. Unions are the classic example of workers’ collective action. By banding together, individual workers who otherwise lack leverage against employers can exercise power and seek better terms of employment. Much like unions, professional associations can engage in collective action and enhance the bargaining power of their members. During the mid-twentieth century, labor unions empowered workers to strike a more equitable bargain with employers. In today’s concentrated labor markets, unions and professional associations are even more important, helping to create a more level playing field when bargaining with powerful employers.
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The government’s antagonism to efforts by workers and professionals to organize is especially unfair to independent contractors and individuals who are classified by their employers as independent contractors. While workers classified as employees are entitled to a statutory antitrust exemption, workers classified as independent contractors—a growing fraction of the workforce—do not qualify for this exemption and can be prosecuted under the antitrust laws. Rather than recognize this anachronistic gap in labor protections, the FTC has exploited it, targeting the collective action of independent contractors. In recent years, the FTC has sued the professional associations of ice skating coaches, music teachers, organists, and property managers for collectively seeking to raise their members’ incomes. It has also filed numerous lawsuits against doctors for bargaining collectively with often powerful private insurance companies.

Like collective bargaining, labor market policies such as occupational licensing can promote the welfare of workers. Licensing rules condition entry into a particular labor market on the completion of specified educational and training requirements. Along with protecting consumers from unqualified and fraudulent service providers, licensure—by restricting entry—can bolster the wages of licensed professionals. To be sure, overly strict licensing can harm citizens charged overly high prices, and qualified individuals who are prevented from receiving a license. But the wage premium of licensure benefits many workers and is comparable in magnitude to the premium from unionization. On top of these positive wage effects, licensing may mitigate gender and racial discrimination in labor markets.

As part of its “competition advocacy,” the FTC in recent decades has been a consistent opponent of all occupational licensing regulations. The FTC’s campaign rests on questionable assumptions and a thin empirical record. Reflecting a bipartisan consensus, the FTC has argued that licensing should aim only to protect consumers and so should be narrowly drawn to advance
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this objective.\textsuperscript{34} The Commission has either ignored or disparaged the benefits to workers from licensing. In a 2014 letter concerning the City of Chicago’s proposed ordinance to govern ride-sharing services, FTC staff contended that regulatory objectives besides consumer protection and safety are somehow illegitimate.\textsuperscript{35}

**Conclusion**

In recent decades, the FTC has failed workers, professionals, and independent entrepreneurs. Empirical research has found that the employer-side concentration in labor markets significantly lowers wages. The FTC has done little to stem this tide of rising concentration in labor markets. Instead, it has brought enforcement actions against professionals and other workers for engaging in collective conduct, such as joint bargaining. The FTC has also been consistent critics of occupational licensing rules that can raise wages and address gender and racial discrimination in labor markets. Through this enforcement and advocacy campaign, the Commission has frustrated workers’ efforts to build power and deepened disparities in bargaining power between the worker and the employer.

The FTC must reorient its labor market enforcement and advocacy. Toward this end, the FTC must address labor market concentration and practices on the employer side and respect practices and policies that permit workers to organize to build power on the job.

1. When evaluating a proposed merger, the FTC should evaluate the potential effects on wages and other terms of employment from the merger and, when necessary, go to court to block mergers that threaten to reduce competition in labor markets.
2. The FTC should use its authority under Section 5 of the FTC Act\textsuperscript{36} to restrict or prohibit non-compete agreements that impair worker mobility and depress wages.
3. The FTC should use its full remedial authority when addressing anticompetitive conduct by employers. For instance, it should be prepared to disgorge the ill-gotten
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gains of employers who have engaged in anticompetitive practices that depressed workers’ wages.

4. The FTC should respect the right of all workers, regardless of federal labor law classification, to organize and build power through collective action. Workers classified (or misclassified)\(^\text{37}\) as independent contractors should not be investigated or sued for attempting to build bargaining power.

5. The FTC should immediately suspend its anti-licensing campaign. Not only is this campaign outside the purview of the FTC’s mission and expertise, it is contrary to the interests of workers and professionals.

The FTC can and should become a champion of the interests of American workers. This, however, will require a fundamental change in agency priorities and the adoption of an enforcement philosophy that both challenges the power of employers and respects the right of workers and independent entrepreneurs to organize.